Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years of Pilgrimage
by Haruki Murakami
The award-winning author of *IQ84*, presents the U.S. release of his million-selling work of romantic lyricism set in contemporary Japan.

Designated Daughters
by Margaret Maron
Judge Deborah Knott investigates the murder of her Aunt Rachel and encounters a mysterious group of caregivers.

Everything I Never Told You
by Celeste Ng
Ng explores the effect on a Chinese-American family when the favorite daughter drowns in 1970s small-town Ohio. Meet Ng at the Beachwood Branch on Sunday October 5th at 2:00 p.m. Visit cuyahogalibrary.org/Events/Author-Visits.aspx to register.

Good Girl
by Mary Kubica
In a kidnapping gone wrong, Mia, the black-sheep daughter of a Chicago judge, impulsively goes home with a one-night stand which quickly turns into a nightmare.

Harbor Island
by Carla Neggers
On the trail of a serial art thief, FBI agents Sharpe and Donovan must outwit one of the most ruthless killers they have ever encountered.

How to Tell Toledo From the Night Sky
by Lydia Netzer
At the Toledo Institute of Astronomy, a deeply religious scientist who searches the stars for proof of God, and a pragmatic mathematician fall in love, only to discover that their mothers orchestrated their romance.

The Hundred Year House
by Rebecca Makkai
An old-money family’s turn-of-the-century estate, turned into an art colony in the 1920s holds secrets.

The Mountaintop School for Dogs and Other Second Chances
by Ellen Cooney
Two women and a whole pack of dogs find a place for themselves at a training school and radical rescue center called the Sanctuary.

The Sixth Extinction
by James Rollins
Commander Gray Pierce and Sigma Force are called back into service to answer a distress call from a remote military research station.

The Story Hour
by Thrity Umrigar
Maggie befriends a suicidal young woman but their relationship is threatened by secrets. Meet Umrigar at the South Euclid-Lyndhurst Branch on Sunday September 19th at 2:00 p.m. Visit cuyahogalibrary.org/Events/Author-Visits.aspx to register.
**50 Children**
by Steven Pressman
940.531835094 P926f
Pressman shares the story of an ordinary American couple's extraordinary rescue mission into the heart of Nazi Germany. Watch the documentary and meet film director and author Stephen Pressman at the Parma-Snow Branch on Sunday, September 14th. This program is presented in partnership with the Mandel JCC of Cleveland. Visit cuyahogalibrary.org/Events/Author-Visits.aspx to register.

**Bad Feminist: Essays**
by Roxane Gay / 305.420973 G253b
Roxane Gay takes us through the journey of her evolution as a woman of color while also discussing how today's culture makes us what and who we are.

**Behind the Curtain**
by Dave Berg / 791.4572 B452
Berg gives an insider's view of Jay Leno's Tonight show.

**In the Kingdom of Ice**
by Hampton Sides / 910.452 Si13i
Sides recounts the voyage of the U.S. Jeannette, a U.S. Naval expedition aimed at discovering the North Pole where the ship became trapped in ice and drifted for nearly two years before suddenly splitting, leaving the crew abandoned in a frozen wasteland 1,000 miles north of Siberia.

**Have a Nice Guilt Trip**
by Lisa Scottoline & Francesca Serritella / 305.420973 Sco87h
The Scottoline mother & daughter writing team brings you their fourth book of warm and witty stories, told in the tradition of Erma Bombeck and Norah Ephron.

**No Mopes Allowed**
by David Oliver / 353.36092 Ol3n
Brimfield Police Chief David Oliver brings to life the good, the bad and the unusual about life in Brimfield, Ohio. Chief Oliver is appearing at many CCPL branches this fall. Visit cuyahogalibrary.org/Events/Author-Visits.aspx for more information and to register.

Visit cuyahogalibrary.org to reserve these great titles and more!